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This essay outlines a number of developments in physics that together permit an estimate of the cosmo-
logical constant. Through an examination of strings which enter a black hole, and connections to the Jordan
exceptional algebra, strings which enter a black hole are shown to exhibit properties similar to graphene
and systems with quantum criticality. This property permits an estimate of a renormalized cosmological
constant due to quantum criticality.

The classical black hole is the ultimate gate to doom. Death by black hole is infinite death, for anyone
who falls in can never be revived or reconstructed. Tidal forces exerted on any system grow utterly extreme
so that elementary particles and quarks in hadrons become disassociated as r → 0. From the perspective
of an external observer any object which approaches the horizon slows down and the radiation it emits
becomes enormously redshifted so it effectively disappears. The external observer witnesses the object
become irreversibly absorbed by the event horizon. It can never be reconstituted. The exterior observer is
unable to access information from within the black hole. Yet the Bekenstein and Hawking results indicate
the mass-energy, charge and angular momentum interior to a black hole may quantum tunnel to the outside
as radiation.

Susskind, Thorlasicus, and Ulgum demonstrated how transverse modes of a string are preserved on the
stretched horizon[1], and this defines a world hologram [2]. The string becomes distended across the event
horizon of the black hole as high frequency modes become observable to the exterior observer. The black hole
in an anti de Sitter spacetime is perfectly stable and the field theoretic information held by the black hole
is preserved on the horizon. This indicates that quantum mechanics obtains in black hole physics and that
information which enters a black hole is preserved and converted into another form in Hawking radiation.
Hawking radiation manifests itself away from the event horizon, but information preservation indicates the
horizon is not a perfect classical membrane. The horizon is a null surface with a quantum uncertainty which
permits information interior to a black hole to escape.

The black hole interior is then in some form accessible to exterior observers. A distant observer sees
quantum oscillations of objects approaching the black hole become extremely red shifted as objects are
absorbed onto the horizon. Since the event horizon exhibits uncertainty fluctuations the quantum modes
tied to the event horizon are correlated with the field theoretic content in the interior. This will become
increasingly the case as the black hole becomes smaller and approaches the Planck mass. Hence the event
horizon is not a complete black membrane of ignorance to the outside. The field theoretic information on the
event horizon is correlated quantum mechanically with quantum information interior to the black hole. The
mysterious singularity of a black hole accessible to an observer who falls inward is related by some quantum
complementarity to information absorbed on the event horizon as detected by the exterior observer. A string
which approaches singularity will become distended by the Weyl curvature terms and increase the tension in
the string. The change in the string dynamics then has some relationship to the string dynamics as observed
by an external observer on the stretched horizon. The critical difference between the two cases is that the
string approaching the singularity has a rapidly changing tension, and this tension t1 associated with the
D1-brane shares a duality with the NS5-brane, or so called black brane [3]. This physics is then explored
to examine whether there exist duality principles for quantum information and black holes.

A closed which approaches the singularity is transformed into an open string. The string is then dual
to a D5-brane, and associated with a rank two tensor tensor for a two-form. With the disappearance of
the closed string the open strings assume tachyonic properties which form a condensate. The gravitational
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modes which vanish transform into a condensate of tachyons that define an M2-brane. The M2-brane obeys
anyonic statistics and exhibits quantum criticality similar to graphene. In the duality principle advanced
dual fields which obey E8 × E8 also exhibit a quantum phase transition. It is then advanced that this
transition is what einselected some properties of the observable universe from the string landscape.

The black hole duality is between an event horizon of spacetime and a type of quantum horizon, the
M2-brane identified with the interior singularity. A complementarity principle between these two means
that some limited information is available concerning the interior of a quantum black hole. This limited
information available defines the total quantum information of a black hole, as well as a cosmology, and the
complementarity principle is a symmetry which conserves quantum information.

Gravity and strings

The string in a gravity field in a gravity field will have its dynamics influenced by the curvature of
spacetime across the string. The curvature is such that Lstring >> 1/

√
R. The bosonic string in spacetime

is Xµ = Xµ(σ, τ) and the world sheet index a = 1, 2 defines the string variable σa
⊂. Consider the string

position as perturbed Xµ → Xµ
0 (σa) + xµ(σa), with correction due to a small curvature across the string.

The derivative of the string position ∂aXµ in orders of the perturbing xµ is

∂aXµ = ∂aXµ
0 + xν∇xν (∂aXµ

0 ) +
1
2
xνxρ∇xν∇xρ(∂aXµ

0 ) + . . . .

To first order this is a geodesic equation, which may set to zero for any comoving observer. The second order
term defines the Riemann curvature. The string action is then

S =
T

2

∫
d2σ

√
hhabgµν∂aXµ

0 ∂bX
ν
0 + gµν∇axµ∇bx

ν + Rµρνσxρxσ∂aXµ
0 ∂bX

ν
0 .

∇axµ∇bx
ν is the kinetic energy of fluctuations and contributes to the string world area. In a conformal

gauge 〈xσxρ〉 = Ωgσρ and 〈∂aXµ
0 ∂bX

ν
0 〉 = A0g

µν , for A0 the unperturbed string world area. The second
order term reproduces the Hilbert-Palatini action.

The Riemann curvature has two components Riemann = Weyl + Ricci. The Weyl curvature is an
obstruction to conformal flatness in four dimensions. The Weyl tensor may contribute curvature when the
space is Ricci flat. The Petrov classification the type D solution for a black hole defines two independent
vector V ′, V ′ with [4]

CµνσρV
νV σ = kVµVσ, CµνσρV

′νV ′σ = kV ′
µV ′

σ,

for k ∼ O(1/r3). The perturbation is linear combinations of these vectors The Weyl action for the
perturbations written in the V, V ′ basis is

Sw =
T

2

∫
d2σ

√
hhab(kVµVµ + k′V ′µV ′ν)∂aXµ

0 ∂bX
ν
0 .

Tk is an effective increase in the string tension due to tidal interaction.

In a quantum mechanical setting this is a coupling Lagrangian. The string position is expanded in its
modes αµ

n, α̃µ
n, and the perturbation is expanded in another set of normal modes βµ

n , β̃µ
n . This results in

the action
Sw =

T

2

∫
d2σ

√
hhabkαµ

nβ̃µ
mα̃µ

r βµ
s δn+s−r−m.

To make this action complete we interpret the perturbation modes βµ
n as due to the creation of string in the

region of curvature, and so they may be written as αµ
n.. In condensed matter physics this interaction between

phonons with transverse and longitudinal modes. A Hamiltonian of this form describes the generation of
longitudinal phonons in a Bose-Einstein condensate by modulating transverse modes in the trap [5][6].

This converts a closed string into an open stringl. The closed string contains left and right modes.
Hence the Regge trajectory [7] is α′M2 = n − 1 in open strings and α′M2 = 4(n − 1) for closed. The
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SO(24) multiplet of physical states for the open string is doubled into SO(24)×SO(24) in the closed string.
The gravitational massless state is the symmetric part of Ωµν = αµ

−1α̃
ν
−1|0〉 in the closed string. The state

1
2 |Ω{µν}〉 is a spin 2 graviton. The antisymmetric portion is a second rank tensor. Due to tidal acceleration
the closed string is drawn into a long filament with the two sets of modes reflecting off effective ends of the
string. The string modes αµ

n and α̃µ
n = (αµ

−n)† combine into βµ
n = αµ

n + α̃µ
n. The state |Ωµν〉 in open

string coordinates

Ωµν |0〉 =
1
2
βµ
−1β

ν
−1|0〉 + δµν |0〉 − 1

2
(
αµ
−1α

ν
−1 + α̃µ

−1α̃
ν
−1

)|0〉,

is the α′M2 = 1 state. The dilaton field remains, and the other three terms are 1
2 (d − 2)(d − 1) states

of an SO(d − 1), for d = 26. The graviton has disappeared and has been replaced by tachyon state and a
gauge-like field.

The graviton is absorbed by the black hole singularity by the shearing of the string. The cancellation of
the right and left modes αi

−1 which produce the graviton, leaves an antisymmetric field term. As a second
rank tensor this as an SO(25) gauge field in the bosonic string. Eventually this closed string is fragmented
into a gas of strings which defines the classical singularity. This gas of open strings forms a condensate state
on a 2-brane.

This is a string interaction with a black brane. In N dimensions the field theory for the graviton, the
dilaton and the gauge field p−form is

S =
∫

dNx(−g)1/2e−2φ(R + 4∂µφ∂µφ) − 1
2

∫
e2α′φ|Fp|2.

The space is N = 26 or 10 for the bosonic or heterotic string, where from now the string is considered to
be heterotic. On the surface Sp the gauge field defines a total charge,

∫

p

Fp = Q =
∫

p+1

dFp,

which is Stokes’ law for charge contained in the ball Bp+1 with boundary ∂Bp+1 = Sp. The p-sphere exists
with a radially symmetric field in the p + 1 dimension. In the 10 dimensional theory this is orthogonal to
the 8 − p spatial plus one time direction. This charge then exists on an 8 − p-brane. The dual gauge field
in a sourceless region defines a Bianchi identity on ∗e2α′φ|Fp|2 so that

d ∗ |Fp|2 = 0, →
∫

N−p+1

d ∗ |Fp|2 = 0,

but with the dilaton factor
∫

N−p

∗(e2α′φ|Fp|2) =
∫

N−p+1

d ∗ (e2α′φ|Fp|2) = Q′.

The conformal factor is define ”at infinity” plus a stationary monopole field

e2α′φ = e2α′φ
∣∣∣
r→∞

+
Q′

4πr2
,

for r transverse to the 8 − p direction, Q′ on a p − 2-brane [8]. A generalization of this term is considered by
the deviation δe2α′φ ' 2α′δφe2α′φ, which is an electric-like field component of the second rank tensor. The
dilaton in the Bianchi identity identifies the differential of the dilaton as Fabc = εabc

d∂dφ, and so p = 3,
and the charge is on the string. This is the typical D1−D5 black brane system. The string (D1-brane) and
the D5-brane tensions exhibit a duality t1t5 = π/k, which carries over the Neveu-Schwartz tension. The
charges are associated with the BPS mass of a black hole [9].
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The string is attached to a D2-brane, or that stacks of D2-branes define the 3 dimensional region
normal to the D5-brane. The D2-brane, or M2-brane is the IIA supermembrane dual to the D5-brane in
one dimension larger to d = 11. The field theoretic information Fabc is contained on M2, but within an
anyonic manner. The field theoretic information in the 3 + 1 space-time is reduced to 2 + 1, with the
charge information determined by the Type IIA strings on the M2-brane. The field theory becomes anyonic
according to a Chern-Simon Lagrangian. We consider the gauge group for Fabc to be G × SO(2, 1). This
system bears similarities to graphene, where the quantum field is not restricted to pure fermion or boson
statistics. Under an exchange of particles with state vectors |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 there is |ψ1ψ2〉 = eiθ|ψ2ψ1〉, which
in dimensions > 2 has θ = {0, π} so the exchange is 1 for bosons and -1 for fermions [10]. The spin statistic
is defined by π1(SO(n, 1) which for n > 2 is π1(SO(n, 1) = Z2, but for n = 2 is π1(SO(2, 1)) = Z2.
The first homotopy group indicates that orientation of the spin, which is infinitely cyclic in n = 2. Further
this means the standard sequence

1 → Z2 → spin(n) → SO(n) → 1

does not apply, so spin(2, 1) is not a universal covering group. The projective system over SO(2, 1) is the
braid group B2, which describes the anyon.

This physics is generalized into Chern-Simons theory. The 2+1 C-S theory is given by a Lagrangian

L = A ∧ dA +
2
3
A ∧A ∧A.

This Lagrangian defines a cyclicity S =
∫

d3xL, with S → S + 2πkN , for N a winding number. The
connection coefficient is a representation within a gauge group U(n). Im the nonAbelian case the eiSCS

is invariant for the Lagrangian transformed as SCS → SCS + 2πkN . Consequently k ∈ Z. The CS
Lagrangian is not supersymmetric, but as seen below it can be dual to a SUSY theory in 8 dimensions. On
the M2 brane the theory may be expressed as an N = 2 vector multiplet with a a pair of scalar fields and
a 2-component Weyl spinor. The full N = 8 SUSY theory with 16 supercharges through the identification
of superpotentials with the dual action in 8 dimensions.

Exceptional algebra and duality

The octonion O in 8 dimensions, define connection coefficients of the E8 (frames, bundles etc) over the
9-space plus time are defined on a light cone coordinate in the addition 1 + 1 ”spacetime” light cones by
J2(O) which is the 2 × 2 with J12 = O, J21 = Ō and J11 = z+ and J22 = z−. The E8 then define
the modes (string vibrations) transverse to the null coordinates of z±. The spinor of this field define two
octonions as the octo-spinor components [11]. When these components are mapped to complexes O → C,
this spinor is a 4-column object which transforms under SL(2, C), or the Lorentz group.

The Coleman-Mandula theorem shows the maximal extension between external and internal symmetries
is supersymmetry . This requires an additional coordinate, in 11 dimensions, and the generalization of the
Jordan matrix to a 3× 3, J3(O). The three z′is exist on the diagonal and O0,O1,O2, and their conjugates,
exist on the off-diagonals. 


z1 O0 Ō2

Ō0 z2 O1

O2 Ō1 z0




The three Os give 24 degrees of freedom, which in addition to the 3 z’s gives a total of 27 degrees of freedom.
The exceptional group G2 is the automorphism on O, or equivalently that F4 ×G2 defines a centralizer on
E8. The fibration G2 → S7 is completed with SO(8), where the three O’s satisfy the triality condition in
SO(8).

Nonassociative structure is made more explicit by looking at J3(O) as possessing an SO(8) triality. A
cubic product on J3(O) will result in t : J3(O) → R. So we have three J ’s denoted by J, τJ ′, τ2J” with
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τ3 = 1. The triality condition interchanges elements of SO(8) in a three fold manner so τ3 = 1. The
action of this operator on J3(O) is

τ ¯ J =




z2 O1 Ō0

Ō1 z0 O2

O0 Ō2 z1


 , τ2 ¯ J =




z0 O2 Ō1

Ō2 z1 O0

O1 Ō0 z2




The octonions O = oie
i, i = 0, 1, . . . , 7, and a product of these elements have a symmetric and

antisymmetric parts:
eiej = −δij + σijkek

The nonassociative portion of the octonions is completely antisymmetric defined as

(eiej)ek − ei(ejek) = τ ijklel, τ ijkl =
1
3!

εijklpqrσpqr

This is a discrete automorphism in addition to the G2. The action is related to the determinant of J3(O)

det(J3(O) = z0z1z2 + (O0O1)O2 + (Ō2Ō0)Ō1 − z0O0Ō0 − z1O1Ō1 + z2O2Ō2.

This result extended to a summation of determinants with triality [11] gives

S = C1det(J3(O) + C2det(τJ3(O) + C3det(τ2J3(O)

= CIJK

2∑

i=0

∑

a=perm(IJK)

det(τ iJa(O)

= CIJKεabc

(
3zI

azJ
b zc

k + 9zI
aŌI

bOK
c − 3(ŌI

aOJ
b )OK

c +
∑

a

(ŌI
aOJ

a )OK
a ,

where the last two terms illustrate the Jordan product rule, and CIJK an SO(8) structure constant.

This Lagrangian contains a Chern-Simons (CS) term. The z terms are gauge covariant zi = ∂i + Ai,
and the cubic product of these gives an action of the form

Sz = εijk(Ai∂jAk +
2
3
AiAjAk),

which is a Chern-Simons Lagrangian [11]. The CS Lagrangian obtains on a two dimensional space in
the reduced 26 dimensional space with SO(2, 1) symmetry. The anyonic statistics are a mirror of the
remaining 24 dimensions which for a bosonic string is SO(24). This contains three copies of SO(8), which
are representations of OI , I = 0, 1, 2 , where for I = 1, 2 spinor representation, and for I = 0
vector representations. The spinorial representations of O1 O2 exist in spin(8) ⊕ SO(2) and the entire set
of octionions exist in spin(8) × S3. However, with a duality between 3 dimensional and 24 dimensional
partitions of J3(O) the Euclidean S3 is replaced by a hyperbolic space with the group SO(2, 1).

The remainder of the action carries a CS Lagrangian structure. Duality means the term quadratic in
octonions is εABOAD0OB , and the triality cubic term is an associated term

(ŌI
0OJ

1 )OK
2 + CIJK

∑
a

(ŌI
aOJ

a )OK
a

that is the Hopf link of 7-dimensional sphere in S15 with S7 → S15 → S8. The integrated form of this∫ O ∧ DO defines the above action according to pO = π7(S15), which is a quantum homotopy which
identifies the distinct linked seven spheres in S15.
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The Jordan action may be constructed from p-forms of octionions O dΩp ∧ ∗Ωp, for ∗Ωp = ∇ ∗ Ωp−1,
which is dual to a simple CS action of the form εijkAi∇jAk. The potentials are directly dependent upon the
string position, which for the Dirichlet boundary condition fixes ∇jAk under any variation. The variation is
then identified with the field tenors Fij in an expansion of string modes

∑
n αi

nFijα
j
−n. The exponentiation

of this term in a partition function is the exponential of the trace over this matrix element which gives

eSCS ∼ det(δij + Fij)ζ(0) = det(δij + Fij)1/2,

which is a basic form of the Born-Infeld action. Duality then implies a p-brane form of the Born-Infeld
action based on the Jordan matrix.

M2-brane dynamics, Λ and quantum critical points

The essential physics we concentrate on now is the anyonic physics of the M2-brane and its analogue
with quantum criticality in graphene. Graphene renormalizes the mass of an electron to a very small value.
This means it is a relativistic quasi-particle at low energy [12], with Dirac kinetic energy H = vF σ · p,
where vF ' c . The charges Q above which define the moduli space are associated with charges on the
M2-brane, which are treated as electric charges on graphene. The quantum critical point which occurs is
where the magnetization of the system vanishes at B = 0 due to the breakdown of a Fermi-Landau electron
fluid [13]. The Fermi-Landau liquid theory describes the overlap between electron states |e〉 = b†k|0〉 and
spinon states which depend on magnetization |q〉 = σMqb

†
k−q|0〉. This overlap determines the renormalized

fermion mass
m

m∗ ' |〈e|q〉|2

The criticality associated with the divergence of the effective electron mass, m∗ → ∞ as the overlap
vanishes. This correlates with the vanishing of the magnetic susceptibility at the quantum critical point.
There is further a fractal-like scale physics with respect to a temperature T ' h̄/kt, for t a Euclideanized
fluctuation time. The scaling principles obey conformal symmetries and are related to the quantum Hall
effect [14].

The connection with dynamics on the associated 8 dimensional system is seen with the full 11 dimensional
action

S = 2πM9
11

∫
d11x

√
g11(R − kF 2

4 ) + Sbrane

the dual M2-brane and NS5-brane have charges 2πM3
11 and 2πM6

11. The 5-brane with world volume V 6

couples to the potential form A6 with it charge 2πM6
11

∫
V 6 A6. The world volume for NS5-brane is a

boundary for a 7-d space and sA6 = F7, which under 11-space Hodge dual is ∗11F4. Dirac quantization
demands that the

∫
F7 = n/M6

11 and where on four space the F4 reduces to its four dimensional equivalent
and the 4 Hodge dual gives F0 = n/(V7M

6
11). On four dimension the f = dA means this matches the

identical condition on the M2-brane with tension t1 = 2πM3
11.

The cosmological constant is determined by F 2
4 according to Λ = λ0 − ZF 2

4 [15], where the quan-
tization condition demands Z = 2πM9

11V7, for M9
11 the D8-brane tension dual to the M2 brane tension.

The quantization condition further defines the gravitational coupling on the 4-brane Z/2 = (κ4)2. The
quantization of F 2

4 arises from the consistency of the quantum mechanics for 2-branes. The cosmological
constant is the measure of a field flux of ∗11F4 on a seven dimensional region bounded by the M5 world
sheet volume. This is dual to the field incident on the M2 brane, which exhibits quantum criticality. The
flux from F 2

4 redefines the cosmological constant Λ = λ − ∑J
i=1(nipi)2. Here the summation is over the

4-fluxes which exist after compactification, and pi are the momentum lattice spacing of ni fluxes. This carries
over to the M2-brane result. The flux across the M2-brane is a magnetic-like flux, similar to that across
graphene with a magnetization. Magnetization for diamagnetic material is linear B = (1 + χ)H,.and
depends upon a current J = ∇ × M, M = χH. The magnetic susceptibility vanishes at a quantum
critical point associated with a heavy fermion Fermi liquid. Quantum criticality further has connections to
AdS/CFT correspondence [16]. The flux terms from F4 are identified with M which on the quantum critical
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point also vanishes. Similarly the bare cosmological constant plus the ∗11F4 flux on the 7-brane will exhibit
a similar critical phenomenon, where as argued below will become very small or vanish.

The correspondence between M2-brane and the anyonic physics on graphene is considered as a source
for a renormalization of the cosmological constant. The correspondence means the lattice structure of the
flux for F 2

4 is scaled by duality with the magnetization on the M2-brane on the same critical point. The
lattice spaces of the F 2

4 fluxes adjust and the scaling of the F 2
4 flux scales according to λ0 + ZF 2

4 ∼ M(B).
As a physical argument consider the Schwarzschild metric near the singularity. The metric close to the
singularity is

ds2 = ρdt2 − ρ−1`2dρ2 − (`2ρ2 + 2M)dΩ2, ρ =
r − 2M

`
, ` ∼ Lp

This metric has feature remarkably similar to the Rindler metric, which applies to a region close to the
event horizon as well. The solutions for this metric are hyperbolic functions, similar to what obtains for
the accelerated observer outside the horizon. These solutions reflect the spacelike regions of equal proper
distance from the singularity. By boosting this solution according to a rapidity γ T-duality determines the
string with a winding charge. On the NS5-brane the metric is extended to

ds2 = A−1(dx2 − f(r)dt2) + f−1(r)dr2 + ρ2dΩ4,

with f the Schwarzschild factor and A = 1 + 2M sinh(γ)/r, which is the diliton e−2φ = A. The
acceleration is determined by the magnitude of Killing vectors

√
KtKt ∼ F−1(r) which equals

g =
1

2M

r + 2Msinh2(γ)
r − 2M

,

which is an exponentially growing effect with respect to the parameter γ for the different spacelike surfaces
near the singularity. The exponential increase in this acceleration, which corresponds to the Tachyon con-
densate mass increases until the system approaches the Hagedorn temperature. The cubic potential in the
CS Lagrangian with a dual octonionic sector implies a potential V ∼ Φ2/2 + Φ3/3 for superfields, and the
occurrence of the Hagedorn temperature implies a breaking of symmetry at a potential minimum. This is a
phase change in the system which replaces the gravitational field with the condensate of tachyons according
to a U(1) chemical potential and temperature. The Rindler-like metric near the singularity implies that the
the field dynamics near the M2-brane is similar to what an accelerated observer finds close to the event
horizon, which is Rindler-like. Hence fields inside and outside the black hole are correlated with each other,
and further quantum criticality associated with the M2-brane holds in a dual manner to the universe outside
the black hole.

K-theoretic topology of fields

D-branes are extended structures that are nonperturbative solitonic defects in I and II type string
theory. These are generally hypersurfaces in spacetime or super-spacetime of 10 or 11 dimensions. D-branes
naturally couple to to gauge gields in superstrings, such as the Ramond-Ramond (RR) fields. RR fields
couple to D-branes then as differential forms which are co-chains on these hypersurfaces, Ωp for M the
background manifold. These extended structures carry topological numbers, or quantum numbers, which
couple to these fields as sources, much as charge or color indices do in QED and QCD. For a supergravity
theory a form Ωp+1 = dαp, for αp ∈ Hp(M,R) a cocyle defines a discrete set of charges or numbers Z.
The supergravity action is then

L =
1
κ2

∫
d10x

√
g(R −

∑
p

dαp ∧ ∗dαp,

Where ∗ is the hodge dual operation with ∗dαp = dα′10−p.

Cohomological theory of D-branes would presuppose they are submanifolds with no dynamical structure
of their own. Yet D-branes are extended stringy objects, and have nonlinear wave mechanics in response to
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coupling by open type I and II strings. The form Ωp+1 = dαp may correspond to ∂iα + i∂tα in components
beyond the p-components and describe the world volume of the D-brane. Each D-brane coincident with this
world volume induces additional gauge structure on the theory, where for N coincident branes there exists a
U(N) gauge bundle on M. This is then an extension of cohomological theory to include equivalence classes
of U(N) bundles on M, called K-theory [17].

K-theory is based on the Grothendieck group, which identifies a semigroup S with an abelian group
K by φ : S → K. The pair (K, f) is universal if there is a homomorphism between S and a group G,
σ : S → G which factors uniquely through (K, φ) such that there exists a third map κ : K → G with
σ = κ¯ φ,where

K
↑φ κ ↘
S σ → G

This assigns the group structure of a cochain in a manifold with an equivalence class of GL(N,C) or U(n)
groups. It is also of importance that these groups may also be Clifford algebras for manifolds with spin
structure. The K theory functor for a n-dimensional sphere is

K(Sn) = πn−1(U(k)) = πn(BU(k)),

which assigns the topology of the sphere with a homotopy of the ”wrapping” group structure. BU is the
classifying space for stable complex vector bundles of the unitary group U . Further, for k → ∞ K theory
exhibits Bott periodicity.

The world sheet action for closed and open strings is

i

4πα′

∫

m

d2σ
√

Gεij∂iX
a∂jXbBab +

∫

∂M

dXaAa,

for Bab the closed string field and Aa the potential for the open string. The two field terms gauge transform
by vector and scalar terms respectively so that

δBab = ∂aθb − ∂bθa, δAa = ∂aχ.

The two gauge terms are on the world sheet and its boundary with a surface term. Hence the open string
term must transform according to the field θa, δAa = θa/2πα′ so there is a total field term is of the form
F ′ab = Bab + 2πα′Fab, which to include curvature requires the most general term

F ′ab = Gab + Bab + 2πα′Fab.

The general field term is then a form of a metric so that FabX
b = Xa, and just as with relativity where

the action is determined by a proper time dS = ds the action is then

S =
∫

dpx
√

det(Gab + Bab + 2πα′Fab)

which is the Born-Infeld action.

The duality between D1 branes (string) and the NS5 brane (D5-brane), the D1-brane exists on an M2-
brane and exhibits anyonic statistics. This means the square root in the Born-Infeld action on the M2-brane
dual to the BI action on the D5 brane may be replaced by a linear action in spinor fields

S →
∫

d2xdtψ̄γa∂aψ − µψ̄ψ,

For a space plus time defined by the M2-brane moving in time to give a 3-volume world sheet. The
term , similar to a mass, and here is a chemical potential. At low energy the excitations in the fermionic
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sector approach the Fermi surface with states exist in a small domain with momentum perpendicular to
the surface. The Landau fluid is then the set of modes which exist above the Fermi surface with some
momentum perpendicular to the Fermi surface. This defines a renormalization group flow which approaches
the Fermi surface. For a stable system the momenta converge continuously to the surface, while instabilities
exist as gaps between the Landau fluid modes and the Fermi surface. In the case of such gaps the system
may be lifted so that under dimensional reductions, by the removal of momenta perpendicular to the Fermi
surface, leaves a submanifold of reduced dimension zero gap fermionic excitations are permitted. In this case
|pf − p⊥| = ε, where p⊥ are momenta in the q + 1-dimensional surface which wrap the Fermi surface
and define Sq which does not intersect Sf . Such surfaces define a generalized Fermi surface, which can have
”braney” structure, and has a bundle SU(n) or GL(n.C) defined by the K-theoretic map

G : Sq → GL(n,C).

For a nontrivial bundle class, eg BU , the homotopy πq(GL(n,C)) is invariant under any small deformation
on Sf , and a zero may not be lifted or ”removed.” The homotopy invariant then constructs a winding number
which characterizes the stability of Sf . The homotopy invariant defines the stability of Sf . The manifold
M in k dimensions is assigned an abelian group K(M) = πk−1(GL(n,C)), for the nontrivial bundle on M .
The K-theory result K(M) = Z. for dim(M) even and K(M) = 0 for dim(M) odd.

The map G is constructed from the propagator for the theory in a K-theoretic content. The map defines
the stability of Sf according to the propagator

Gaa′(k − k′, ω − ω′) = 〈ψ†a(k, ω)ψa′(k′, ω′)〉
The stability of the Fermi surface is analyzed according to the poles in G for zero-gap excitons. Perturbation
on states with removal from Sf , do not adjust the propagator. The poles of the propagator are zeros of the
inverse propagator function

Gaa′(k − k′, ω − ω′) = G−1
aa′(k−k′, ω − ω′) = δ((k − k′)2 − (ω − ω′)2 − µ) + Paa′(k − k′, ω − ω′)

where Paa′(k − k′, ω − ω′) is a polarization tensor. Small perturbation of the polarization tensor classify
the zeros of the matrix G which is the map G : Sq → GL(n, C) according to those which are homotopy
or topological invariants. The domain of stability for a Fermi surface obtains for K(M) = πq(GL(n,C))
with n > q/2. In this case the K-theoretic topology assumes a Bott periodicity rule, where the transverse
momenta k⊥ ∈ Rq satisfies K(Rq) = πq−1(GL(n, C)), for the group rank n in the stablility range. This
propagator and its group structure determines the phases structure, which manifests itself according the
AdS/CFT correspondence.

The K-theoretic values are nontrivial for the dimension of the space equal to the Cayley numbers
1, 2, 4, 8, with for K(Mn)|p=1,2 = Z2 and K(Mn)|p=4,8 = Z. The K-theoretic values then assign
nontrivial topology to spaces with dimension corresponding to the reals, complex numbers, quaterions and
octonions.

AdS4 and the phase structure of fields

For the inclusion of a gauge field Gµν the action

S =
1
κ2

∫ √−g
(1

4
R − Z

4
GµνGµν − Ψ̄ΓMDmΨ

)
+ m2|Ψ|2 +

3
Z

)

for R = Ea
i Ȧi

a − H(Ea
i , Ai

a, N, Na, C) gives

Rµν = ZGµσGν
σ − Z

4
gµνGσρG

σρ − ΓMDaDbΨ − m2|Ψ|2 − 3
Z

gab

This action defines the AdS4 black hole with the metric solution

ds2 =
1
z2

[
α2(−f(z)dt2 + dx2 + dy2) +

dz2

f(z)2
]
,
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for f(z) = 1 + (h2 + q2)z4 − (1 + h2 + q2)z3. The asymptotic region of AdS is defined at z = 0
and the black hole horizon is at z = 1. The solution pertains to an abelian gauge field with a connection
one-form A = 1

2 (hα2xdy − hα2ydx) + qαzdt, which defines the field two-form F = dA as

F = hα2dx ∧ dy + qαdz ∧ dt

The dual field to this is the field theory on M2-branes, which defines the magnetic field B = hα2dx ∧ dy
and the electric field E = qαdz∧dt which as z → 0 on the AdS boundary remain finite. The temperature
of the black hole is determined by the mass-like parameter α as

TBH =
α

4π
(3 − q2)

which is also the temperature of the conformal field theory temperature. The mass parameter also determines
the chemical potential for the AdS black hole µBH = −2qα.

The classical connection coefficients for this metric are

Γt
tz =

1
2

f ′(z)
f(z)

− 1
z
, Γz

zz = − 1
f ′

− f ′

The spin connection with respect to the vierbein ei
a is ωij

a = ei
b∂aebj + ei

be
cjΓb

ac has two nonzero components

ωij
t = e

[i
t ej]

z αf
(1

z
− 1

2
f ′

f

)
, ωij

x = e[i
xej]

z α

√
f

z
,

for x ∈ {x, y, z}. The Maxwellian field ∇µFµν = 0 We may then write the Maxwell equations with
spacetime connections as

F = qαdz ∧ dt + qα2fe
[i
t ej]

z σt
ijz

(1
z
− 1

2
f ′

f

)
dz ∧ dt

− hα2dx ∧ dy +
1
2
hα3

√
f

z
(e[i

xej]
z σx

ijx + e[i
y ej]

z σy
ijy)dx ∧ dy

Both the electric and magnetic field components are the influenced by the AdS4 gravitational connection
term. The electric and magnetic fields are in components

Ez = qα + qα2f
(
1 − z

2
f ′

f

)

Bz = −hα2 − hα3
√

f.

For zero connection the two fields are related to each other by Ez = (q/αh)Bz and the field represents a
dyon black hole. The two fields on the AdS4 and the black hole horizon are

Ez(0) = qα + qα2, Ez(1) = qα

Bz(0) = hα2 + hα3, Bz(1) = hα2

which on the boundary satisfy E = (q/αh)B. The two coupling constant q and h are related to each other
by

nh̄ = qhα3

The explicit nature of the propagator for the AdS4 black hole is computed for the Dirac equation with two
constituent equations

[∂z + A±]ψ± = ∓Tψ∓,
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for
A± = − 1

2π

(
3 − z

2
∂zf

f

)
± m

z
√

f

T =
i

af
[(2gqα(z − 1) − ωt)σt +

√
fkiσ

i].

This results in an alternating series of wave equations and the second order differential equation

[∂2
z + P (z)∂z + Q(z)]ψ± = 0,

P (z) = A+ + A− − [∂z, T ]T/T 2, Q(z) = A∓ + A± + (?zA
±) − ‘[∂z, T ]T/T 2A+ + T 2.

The solutions to this wave equation for an initial ψ0
±(z0) is then

ψ±(z) = F±(z)F−1
± (z0)ψ0

±(z0),

where z0 is evaluated on the AdS4 boundary. The propagator function above is then G(ω, k) = F±(z)F−1
± (z0),

and the inverse determine the stable zeros of the Fermi surface. The propagator has a spin, parity and time
portion G(ω, k) = Gs + Giσ

i + Gtσ
t, which means that since Gt = σtG(ω, k) is the energy portion

that it gives the spectral function

A(ω, k) = − 1
π

ReTr(σtG(ω, k)).

http://arxiv.org/PS cache/hep-th/pdf/0406/0406257v2.pdf
The differential equation for the fermion field near the AdS z = 0 limit exhibits eigenvalues with

A(z) =
d

2
, Q(z) =

d(d + 2) − 4m(m + 1)
4z2

where m is the AdS radius and m = ∆ψ − d/2 This ”mass” is essential for determining the emergence of
the Landau-Fermi fluid. The emergence of the fluid occurs on a domain with ∆ψ ∈ {(d − 1)/2, d/2} for
T/µ0 bounded. On the M2-brane d = 2, and on the dual NS5-brane, dual to the D1-brane, d = 5.

Consider the real valued K-theoretic value for a Fermi surface of dimension n − p classified by the group
Kr(Rp,1) = πp(GL(n,R)), with a Lorentzian metric. This has a nontrivial value Z for p = 1, 5 and Z2

for p = 2, 3, The R5,1 is the world sheet volume for the D5 brane and its dual D1-brane is a stable Fermi
”interval” or line with a Z charge dual to that of the NS5-brane. The S-duality is then a manifestation
of homotopy and real K-theoretic topology. In a 2 + 1 domain there is a Z charge for the string as on a
one dimensional Fermi surface, with enpoints or Chan-Paton factors that define a Z2 charge in Kr(R2, 1).
The 2 + 1 dimensional case is a relativistic SO(2, 1) theory, which is the Majorana Fermion. However, the
unlike the Z cyclic first homotopy for SO(n, 1) for n > 2 π1(SO(2, 1)) = Z2 . The two charges then
may annihilate with a mass-gap, such as the destruction of two Chan-Paton factors and the regeneration of
the closed string. The system may also become massive and reduce to a nonrelativistic SO(2), which has
an infinite cyclic first homotopy group. The short exact sequence Z2 → spin(n) → SO(n) means that for
n > 2, Spin(n) is a simply connected universal cover of SO(n). For SO(2) spin(2) = U(1) and for SO(2, 1)
spin(2, 1) is not simply connected and the projective group PSO(2, 1) contains structure not inherited from
its double cover. The result is the anyonic state.

The quantum state is not strictly fermionic or bosonic, and the bosonic case corresponds to the CS
Lagrangian for the J3(O) scalar fields. The bosonic case corresponds to a quantum Hall effect. The D1-
brane with a Z charge in Kr(R1,1) and the Fermi point in Kr(R2,1) with Z charge then reflect the anyonic
statistic on the M2-brane. The Z cyclicity corresponds to quantum Hall state E = n + 1/2, while the
Z2 indicates an underlying structure to the Fermi surface. The duality here then suggests for further study
that supersymmetriy has a correspondence with anyonic physics on lower dimensional spaces.
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The conformal dimension ∆ψ computes a zero AdS Mass for ∆ψ = 3/2, and the spectral function
becomes peaked similar to a delta function This does not correspond to the quasiparticle, which vanishes as
∆ψ → 3/2, corresponding to the AdS4. The main quasi particle peak occurs for ω = 0.

The M2-brane is an SO(2, 1) Majorana-like or anyonic system which in K-theory carries a Z2 in K(R2,1)
corresponding to a stable point on a Fermi surface. The phase of the system described by the tachyon
condensate is a Fermi surface, where the fixed point is a quantum critical point. Consider the R-R fields
Ψ, Φ with RR p-forms and n-p-forms Ωp, ∗Ωp so that the n-form (1/p!)Ωp ∧ ∗Ωp construct a Lagrangian
in 10 dimensions. For p = 2 then n − 2 = 8 and the dual to the 2-form is defined by a basis set over
the E8 group. The holographic dual to the 2-form is a three form, which corresponds to a 7-form with a G2

action which defines the dynamics of a 3-form on 7-dimensions, and is the automorphism group of E8. The
coincidence or wrapping of D-branes (D = 7 or 8) on the brane world volume are given by a U(N) with a
cohomological or K-theoretic value.

The K-theory for a manifold Rp is a group determined by the homotopy of general linear group
K(Rp) = πp−1(GL(n,C)), which exhibits a Bott periodicity. The GL(n, C) is determined by the map
Sp → GL(n,C). The Fermi surface Ef is an n−p dimensional space, which exists in the n+1 dimensional
space. For n = 10, the p + 1 dimensions are mode transverse to the Fermi surface. The Sp is then a sphere
which wraps Ef according to GL((n, C) with a winding number K(Rp). The periodicity is restricted to an
explicit construction called Atyiah-Bott-Shapiro (ABS) construction [17]. Thus for N = 2p/2 and the Dirac
matrices Γa of SO(p, 1). The fermions near the Fermi surface obey D = Γapa + O(p2) These momenta
pa are transverse to the D-brane corresponding to ABS K-theory near Ef determined by topological charge
K(Rp).

The ”Γ · p” theory and its K-theory is made explicit for the fermion fields with the action

S =
1

2k2
4

∫
d4x

√−g
(
R + λ0 − Z

4
F 2

4 − Ψ̄ΓMDMΨ − m|Ψ|2), ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

for ΓM = EN
A ΓA, and {ΓA, ΓB} = 2gAB . Here EN

A is a vielbein and ΓA are spacetime gamma matrices.
The derivative DM is covariantly gauged. This action must be extended to the full 11-dimensional bulk
with one sector that is N = SUSY in AdS4 × S7 dual to the conformal theory in d = 3 N = 8 SUSY
YM theory for a conformal fixed point. The Dirac equation for the fermionic field obeys a spectral function
determined by the Greens function [16]

A(ω k) =
1
π

Im
(
Tr iσ0GR(ω, k)

)
,

which has AdS/CFT content on a quantum critical point. This correlation between the quantum critical point
and the anti-de Sitter/conformal field theory correspondence relate the fermionic problem to a gravitational
one. Fermion states removed from the quantum critical point exhibit properties of a Fermi-Landau liquid
state [16], which also avoids the sign problem or probability complexity of fermion fields. The duality above
then determines the value of the SYM gauge and fermion fields. This means that the cosmological constant
term Λ = λ0 − ZF 2

4 /48 + Ψ̄Γ · pΨ is fixed by the breakdown of the Landau Fermi fluid on the quantum
critical point of the d = 3 or SO(2, 1) theory. The lattice spaces of the F 2

4 fluxes adjust with the quantum
critical point, becoming large in correlation with the fermionic fluid breakdown. This adjusts the flux to an
extremal value to cancel most of the bare cosmological constant. The cosmological constant is then adjusted
to the value it has in response to a quantum critical point on the M2-brane.

Connections to loop variables

This section is incomplete. This involves the prospect that through this physics connections between
string theory and loop quantum gravity may be drawn.

It is possible string theory and loop quantum gravity (LQG) are ultimately two aspects of nature. Now
we take an unexpected turn to LQG to see if quantum criticality provides connections between string theory
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and LQG. ADM relativity defines a set of constraints that are Lagrange multipliers that are annulled on
the solution in phase space. The first constraint is given by the Einstein field equation, which defines a
Hamiltonian density

H ′ = −Gijklπ
ijπkl − g1/2R(3)(g)

for πij =
√

g(gijTr(K) − Kij) and Kij the Gauss second fundamental form or extrinsic curvature term
and R(3) the curvature of the 3 dimensional spatial surface. Gijkl the (mini) superspace metric, which is the
phase space configuration for a classical gravitational system. This is the Hamiltonian constraint NH = 0
for N the lapse function, a Lagrange multiplier. There is also a momentum constraint NiH

i for Hi = 2π;j
ij .

The lapse and shift functions N, Ni are constraints on how a spatial surface moves in a time evolution and
how it is elastically stretched with the general metric

ds2 = −N2dt2 + gij(dxi + N idt)(dxj + N jdt).

The quantized form leads to the Wheeler DeWitt equation for πij = −ih̄δ/δgij . The classical constraint
equations

H = NH = 0 and G = NiH
i = 0

become the quantum equations
HΨ[g] = 0, GΨ[g] = 0.

The classical constraints annul the quantum state of gravity.

However, there are ambiguities from matter of functional analysis. To remove these ambiguities we
impose a spinor gauge condition on the momentum variables

πij → πij + igσaAa
ij ,

where σa is a Pauli matrix and Aa
ij is a quaternionic gauge variable that satisfies certain Kaufmann conditions

for knot equation. The gauge variable defines the field terms (analogous to electric and magnetic fields) Ea
j

which satisfies the equation
Qa = ∇iEa

i ,

which is Gauss’ law.The Qa is the total ”charge” associated with this gravitational analogue of the electric
field. If one were to imagine a closed three dimensional space with a single charge, the field lines would wrap
around and ”drive” the system wild. Thus we demand the constraint BaQa = 0, which annihilates fields
on the solution space. The total Hamiltonian

H =
∫

d3r(NH + N iHi + BaQa)

vanishes under all the constraints.

The Landau-Fermi liquid theory defines the renormalized mass by

m

m∗ = |〈e|q〉|2, |e〉 = b†k|0〉, |q〉 = σM(q)b†k−q|0〉.

Translated to the BaQa constraints the magnetization define by Gauss’ law Qa = ∇i

∑
q M(q)i

a. This
constraint variable is connected to the quantum critical point, and is annulled on the entire manifold. LQG
is background independent, but string theory is not. String background is required to fix the compactification
of extra dimensions in a stable manner. Yet a quantum critical phase which sets a contraint in LQG and
string-brane compatification might bridge the two theories.

The field triad density Ea
i is related to a spatial basis vector ea

i , gab = ea
i eb

i according to the Barbero-
Immirzi (BI) parameter γ

Ea
i = γ−1g1/2ea

i .
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The BI parameter is a parameter which comes from the counting of spins in a spin net which cross the event
horizon. The Hilbert space of states is defined by the field equation plus a CS boundary term. The Cs term
defines the number of spin links which cross the surface. The set of such punctures is defines as p for all
spins jp which cross the horizon h. In CS theory for U(1) gauge group gives the dimension of the Hilbert
space

dim(Hh
P ) '

∏
jp ∈ P (2jp + 1)

The entropy of the black hole is given by the number of CS states which satisfy the area constraint

Ap ' 8πγLp

∑

p∈P

√
jp(jp + 1).

The entropy of the black hole is then computed as

SBH =
ln(2)
π
√

3
A

4L2
pγ

=
Aγ0

4L2
pγ

where to recover the Bekenstein formula for black hole entropy requires that γ = γ0. The particular value
for gamma0 used here is for the U(1) CS Lagrangian. An alternate value is γ0 = ln(3)/

√
8π

The BI constraint γ is a free parameter in LQG. The value of γ0 is determined by different a choice
of canonical variables. In quantum theory different spacetime linked by canonical transformations are not
unitarily equivalent, as are neither their BI parameters.

The BI constraint γ is a free parameter in LQG. The value of γ0 is determined by different a choice
of canonical variables. In quantum theory different spacetime linked by canonical transformations are not
unitarily equivalent, as are neither their BI parameters..

Another constraint is of importance which is a conformal constraint. The rescaling tranformation of a
spacetime gab → Ω2gab is a conformal transformation. The ambiguity in the BI may then be due to a gauge
fixing on the classical level. The gauge fixing condition is the supplemented with a conformal structure in
the canonical transformation (gab, pab) → (γab, πab; φ, π) with the ADM rescaling of the form

γab = φ−4gab, πab = φ4pab

Here πab is the canonical momentum metric. The ambiguity or redundancy in rescaling may be reduced by
introducing a constraint C = πabγab − φπ/4 which annihilate the physical state. The Hamiltonian is then
extended to H → H + IC. The theory now contains the ADM constraints, a gauge constraint and a
conformal constraint.

The conformal factor is connected to the spacetime cosmology. For a spacetime with a conformal factor
gµν → Ω2gµν , the Minkowski spacetime with variables u, x, y, z defines a de Sitter spacetime with the
time dependent conformal factor Ω = du/dt. The conformal factor φ = exp(Λt/12) define the expansion
of the spatial surface with respect to coordinate time.

The ADM/LQG action may now be employed in full equation **** for the Ricci scalar
√−gR = Ea

i Ȧi
a − H(Ea

i , Ai
a, N, Na, C),

for Ȧi
a = LtA

i
a. The dynamical variables in the Ricci curvature are Ai

a and Ea
i , respectively built up from

the intrinsic and extrinsic curvatures Γi
a, Ki

a and the spatial triad

Ai
a = Γi

a + γKi
a, Ea

i =
1
κγ

√
qea

i ,

for qij = ea
i ea

j and

Γi
a =

1
2
qµ
a qi

Iε
IJ

KLnJωµ
KL
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Ki
a = qi

Iε
IJ

KLqµ
aωµ

IJnJ .

Here ωµ
KL is the gravitational connection and nJ is the normal vector to spatial surface Σ(3) which with

the shift function Na determines the time vector field ta = Nna + Na. The classical symplectic structure
is the Posson bracket

{Ai
a(x), Eb

j (x
′)}PB = δi

jδ
b
aδ(x − x′),

which in canonical quantization are commutators.

The total Hamiltonian written according to a gauge-like F k
ab = ∇[aAk

b], ∇a = ∂a + εijk[Ai
a, ( )j ]k

defines the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints. The Hamiltonian H = NH + N iHi + BaQa + IC
with

H =
κγ

2
√

q
Ea

i Eb
j

(
εij

kF k
ab − 2(1 + γ2Ki

[aKj
b]

)
+ κ(1 + γ2)∂e

(Ea
i√
q

)

Ha = Eb
i F

i
ab − 1 + γ2

γ
Ki

aQi,

Qi = ∇aEe
i

C = γabπ
ab − 1

4
φπ.

The canonical momentum is πab = ih̄δ/δgab .

The unit normal from a plane of distance Z0 away from the z = 0 AdS asymptote are

na = ±(
0, 0, 0,

√
f(z)

)
, na = ±(

0, 0, 0, 1/
√

f(z)
)

where the extrinsic curvature according to the normal is

Kab =
1
2
∂nc∂cgab = ±1

2

√
f(z)∂zgab

The relevant components are then

Ktt = ∓1
2

√
f(z)∂zgtt = ∓1

2

√
f(z)

( 1
z2

∂z(f(z) − 2
z3

f(z)
)
,

Kzz = ±1
2

√
f(z)∂zgzz = ±1

2

√
f(z)

(
z2f(z)−2∂zf(z) − 2zf(z)−1

)
.

The gauge connection is Ai
a = Γi

a + γKi
a and F i

ab = ∇[aAi
b]

This section is incomplete as I have not performed all the calculations as yet. The AdS metric is
cast in ADM relativity or loop variable form. The Barbero-Immirzi parameter may then be analyzed with
the holographic principle. The holographic principle is a curved spacetime analogue of the S-matrix. The
stretched horizon is evaluated on tortoise coordinates so the causal domain of the theory is complete. Yet
the complementarity exists for an infalling observer, who evaluates a scattering matrix on a different causal
domain. The evaluation of spin on the event horizon of a black hole is a subtle issue which ultimately
involves this problem. It is then proposed that an examination of this problem and the associated problem of
the rapidity may indicate aspects of how the gauge ambiguity in LQG and the problem of the cosmological
constant and the rapidity are related to each other

Cosmological constant and fine tuning

The precise value of the cosmological constant of course has not been computed, and clearly there are
sensitive details yet to be worked through. The bare cosmological constant is not completely cancelled. The
cosmological constant is associated with the QFT through the vacuum, and is adjustable by inflationary
fields. The value of the cosmological parameter Λ = Λ(φ, φ̇) has adjusted lower since the early inflationary
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pressure, where φ is interpreted as the inflaton. The adjustment of the parameter to its current low value is
the onset of the quantum critical phase in the universe. The value for the cosmological constant is bounded
above zero because the effective mass of the fermionic states can’t exceed the Planck scale. This may in fact
surprisingly be the solution to the same divergence in standard solid state physics. The quantum critical
point refuses any scaling structure which forbids the occurrence of a Fermi energy. Yet for a very large m∗,
or equivalently a large ∗11F 2

4 flux, there is a cut off which breaks the scale invariance. Hence as the mass m∗

becomes very large the quantum system exhibits a near perfect scaling principle which appears to preclude
any scale, such as a Fermi energy. Yet ultimately the electron mass does not diverge to infinity, but rather
terminates at some value, which means the system is perturbed away from a pure quantum critical point
into some other state of matter. This cuts off the renormalization group (RG) flow near the Planck scale.
Within the ”strong-weak” S-duality a corresponding RG cut off is the onset of the Higgs mechanism around
the 1TeV ' 10−16Epl.

The bare cosmological constant corresponds to the effective mass of the quasi-particle, which becomes
enormous at the quantum critical point. The Hamiltonian on the Fermi surface is H = vF σ · pf + V (p)
and the effective mass is

m∗ =
pF

uf
=

pF

(∂E/∂p)p=pF

,

where E = 〈H〉. We may differentiate the expectation of H = vF σ · pf + V (p) by p and expressed
according to m is

1
m∗ =

1
m

+
1

pF

(∂V (p)
∂p

)
p=pF

.

The estimate of ∂V (p)/∂p on the Fermi surface is determined by the flux terms of F 2
4 with

(∂V (p)
∂p

)
p = pF

∼ dλ

dn
=

2nt2

Z
= 2nt

√
λ0Z,

for t the M2-brane tension. The brane tension of T = 2πM3
11 which gives the value λ0κ

410−75 [15].
However, the rapidity factor γ for the M2-brane adusts this to

(∂V (p)
∂p

)
p = pF

' λ0κ
410−75exp(−2γ).

If the physical assumption is made that exp(−γ) is a rapidity for black holes from their ”soft” domain of
' 1TeV to the Planck scale, exp(−γ) = Lp/LTeV ' 10−16. Hence there is a 10−97 factor in the reduction
of λ0. If further elementary particles (quarks and leptons), with masses ' 100MeV are considered to be
some form of BPS black hole and the rapidity is set to the Compton wavelength ∼ 10−13cm of such particles.
The reduction factor is the 10−117, which is close to what is expected for a physical cosmological constant.

There are clearly missing gaps here. It is not clear exactly how to evaluate the rapidity factor. The
scaling physics with the ”stretching” of the brane from low energy dynamics to extremely high energy physics
at a black hole core, or M2-brane, is an area in need of continued research. The connection with elementary
particle masses, or with a scale of high energy physics, connects the physics of the Higgs mechanism to
quantum gravity. This is an aspect of the black hole complementarity: Fields associated with the stretched
horizon are correlated with fields on a quantized version of the classical singularity. The above estimate does
indicate that elements of physics accessible today may solve issues of fine tuning and the very small value of
the cosmological constant.

This paper title asks the question, ”Can we see inside a black hole?” Clearly for a large astrophysical
black hole the answer is no. This would likely require a complete accounting of quantal data which composes
the black hole. For a quantum black hole it might in principle be possible to observe the interior. The
event horizon is sufficiently quantum mechanically uncertain that fields associated with it and fields in the
interior are interchangeable or entangled directly and observably so. Such black holes would be produced by
extremely high energy scattering of particles, and possibly have been observed by RHIC [19]. An indirect
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way of observing a black hole interior is to look out in the universe. The cosmological constant as detected
by SN1 data and accelerated galaxies is an indirect observation of the physics of black hole interiors.
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